Case Study

Therme Bucuresti

A Management Solution from one Hand –
Optimized Processes for Greater Efficiency and Convenience
Bucuresti Therme is one of the largest of its kind in Europe, offering guests a fantastic 30.000 m² of swimming, wellness, and
sauna offerings.
Divided into three main zones, focused on wellness, relaxation
and adventure, Bucuresti Therme offers a total of eight pools, six
themed saunas, 16 spectacular water slides and extensive dining
options, making for an unforgettable experience for 4,000 visitors.
With a light-flooded glass dome that allows a stunning view into

the grounds, the therme is a stunning, architectural achievement.
Based on a concept from the German Wund Group, the project envisioned that up to 4000 visitors could simultaneously
enjoy the facility.
A resort of this magnitude requires a sophisticated, multi-functional technology system for access control, point-of-sale
(POS), and electronic locker room management to manage its
day-to-day operations.

Customer Requirements
A System Solution, Experience, and Know-How
Since the project is the first spa in Romania and of the largest in
scope in Europe , it was one of the main concerns of the operator
to find a fully integrated management system to secure, simplify, and control processes.
One key criteria was to identify a system that was able to meet
country-specific demands, including linguistic, fiscal, and
organizational requirements.

In addition to secure, access control and an integrated,
networked locking system for lockers, a robust, cashless
payment system was required throughout the facility.
It was important that these systems could be extended at any
time. To cover all these requirements, the ideal solution was
to find a general contractor that could deliver one fully integrated, system.

One Coordinated System
Thanks to its many years of industry experience, know-how,
unique solutions, and large partner network, GANTNER
was uniquely positioned to meet the requirements of the operator
and serve as a general contractor for this large-scale project.

That GANTNER is one of the leading market provider of
NFC system solutions, played an important role in securing
partnerships and meeting project deadlines.

Automated Access Control
At 12 modern checkouts in the lobby, guests receive customized
branded NFC wristband with which they can conveniently
gain access, use a locker, and make purchases. In order to
avoid long queues and pre-sell additional services, a Web- shop
was created.
The online ordered and paid-for vouchers, value cards or tickets
can then be easily redeemed at the front checkout. Modern turnstiles, secured with GANTNER readers, control access to

differently priced areas. Thanks to an automated access control solution, Therme Bucuresti does not require additional staff
to secure designated areas or check ticket types.
The wristbands serve as identification for access through the
turnstiles, as a key replacement for locker use, and as a means of
cashless payment. All costs for consumed products are saved
directly to the wristband with the balance paid only when
leaving the facility.

High Performing Electronic Locking Solution for Lockers
To manage its modern lockers, operators chose to use
GANTNER’s networked locking system. Each visitor is assigned a personal locker that can be securely opened and
closed, using their visitor wristband. Managed via the GAT Relaxx

locker management software, designated lockers are clearly
displayed in the system and secured by an alarm. The ability to
remotely open lockers and an automatic night opening function
reduce staff demands and boost efficiency.

Full Consumption, No Cash Necessary
All point-of-sale stations within the facility (bistro, restaurant,
bar, etc.) and the associated mobile POS stations are part
of the cashless payment system from GANTNER. For every
application, an appropriate reader, terminal or mobile solution
was provided.
Thanks to individual interfaces to coffee and cocktail machines,
as well as massage tables, an entirely, closed, integrated
POS system was provided.

Another highlight of this project is the interface and thus continuous integration of all POS transactions with the therme’s
financial accounting system.
With its modern cash register, access, electronic locking, and
cashless payment system, GANTNER ensures reduced staff
demands and operating costs, increased revenues, as well
as the improved convenience and security of guests. An unforgettable swimming and therme experience, thanks to GANTNER.
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